Therapies for RA, Psoriatic Arthritis Scrutinized
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Evidence is insufficient to draw firm conclusions... "We did not find any head-to-head randomized controlled trials."

Those are phrases that appear frequently in a 151-page report, based on a literature review and released by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, titled “Comparative Effectiveness of Drug Therapy for Rheumatoid Arthritis and Psoriatic Arthritis in Adults.”

"The gaps in information for specific RA therapies are substantial," wrote the researchers of the RTI International–University of North Carolina Evidence-Based Practice Center, under contract to AHRQ.

Despite the paucity of data, the researchers draw some conclusions from the best available medical literature about the benefits and harms of three classes of medications for RA and psoriatic arthritis: synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), biologic DMARDs, and corticosteroids. For example, they found that combining the synthetic DMARD methotrexate with one of the biologic DMARDs (abatacept, adalimumab, anakinra, etanercept, infliximab, or rituximab) works better than using only a synthetic DMARD to reduce joint swelling and tenderness and to improve function. There are also no meaningful differences between methotrexate and either leflunomide or sulfasalazine. Other findings include the following:

- There is not enough evidence to conclude that combining two biologic DMARDs is better than using one biological DMARD.
- An estimated 17 out of every 1,000 people who take a biologic DMARD for 1-12 months develop serious infection. Combining biologic DMARDs increases this risk.
- Painful injection-site reactions occur more often among patients who take anakinra (67%), compared with those who take etanercept (22%) or adalimumab (18%).

In the report’s conclusion, the researchers emphasized the need for long-term studies of arthritis medications, including head-to-head trials “assessing combination therapies involving synthetic DMARDs in comparison with those involving biologic DMARDs,” they wrote.

The report is reflective of common practice. ‘It tries not to tilt toward one therapy or another.’

DR. ABRAMSON

The team of researchers, led by Dr. Katrina E. Donahue of the department of family medicine at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, reviewed 156 articles in the medical literature based on 103 studies of synthetic DMARDs, biologic DMARDs, and corticosteroids. Of these studies, 50% were supported by pharmaceutical companies, 20% were supported by government or independent funds, and 11% had a combination of pharmaceutical and government funding. The source of funding could not be determined in the remaining 19% of the studies.

Most of the studies were found to be of fair quality, which was defined as susceptible to some bias but probably not sufficient to invalidate their results. Only one-quarter of the studies were rated good quality, which was defined as having the least bias and results that are considered to be valid.

The researchers found that combining prednisone with hydroxychloroquine, methotrexate, or sulfasalazine works better than using only a synthetic DMARD to reduce joint swelling and tenderness and to improve function. There are also no meaningful differences between methotrexate and either leflunomide or sulfasalazine. Other findings include the following:

- There is not enough evidence to conclude that combining two biologic DMARDs is better than using one biological DMARD.
- An estimated 17 out of every 1,000 people who take a biologic DMARD for 1-12 months develop serious infection. Combining biologic DMARDs increases this risk.
- Painful injection-site reactions occur more often among patients who take anakinra (67%), compared with those who take etanercept (22%) or adalimumab (18%).

In the report’s conclusion, the researchers emphasized the need for long-term studies of arthritis medications, including head-to-head trials “assessing combination therapies involving synthetic DMARDs in comparison with those involving biologic DMARDs,” they wrote.
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